Introduction
In a previous study we have shown that NaCl solutions close to the eutectic composition (NaClÁ10.2D 2 O) can vitrify at ambient pressure provided that sufficiently fast quenching rates (cooling rate 410 3 K s À1 ) are employed. 1 Upon compression up to 4 gigapascal and subsequent temperature annealing under pressure, the amorphous NaClÁ10.2D 2 O system undergoes a smooth densification associated with the gradual increase of the number of neighbour molecules/ions in the hydration shell of the Na + ion. 1 This behaviour contrasts with the one observed in LiX solutions close to the eutectic composition (LiClÁ6D 2 O and LiBrÁ5.5D 2 O) where an abrupt increase in the Li + ion coordination was observed when following the same thermodynamic path. 3 Combining the results of molecular dynamics simulations based on classical polarisable potentials 4, 5 and neutron diffraction experiments, 6 we have shown that the behaviour of such solutions upon compression is essentially driven by the structure of the hydration shells of the respective cation. 1 The first neighbours' shell of Li + has a tetrahedral structure at ambient pressure, which breaks up near 2 gigapascal to form an octahedral shell, giving rise to the observed sudden change in density. 3 In the case of Na + , the shell is already octahedral at ambient pressure. The compression leads to a progressive distortion of the octahedra around Na + and to the formation of irregular polyhedra of 7 and 8 closest neighbours as Fig. 1 The thermodynamic path along which NaClÁ10.2D 2 O has been studied by neutron diffraction and computer simulations. The blue coloured region indicates the domain in which the amorphous phase of NaClÁ10.2D 2 O has been observed. The phase boundaries of crystalline ices are based on those of ref. 2 . Arrows: blue: quench at ambient pressure, green: compression at 80 K, red: annealing under pressure (2 to 4 GPa). Insets: Lattice of pure ice VII (above) and ice VII with substitutional ions (below). pressure increases. This process explains the gradual densification observed in the NaClÁ10.2D 2 O system. 1 We have shown that in the case of LiCl and LiBr solutions 6,7 such high-density amorphous structures act as precursors for a crystalline ice phase which is formed upon further annealing of the temperature under pressure. The structure of this salty ice closely resembles the one of pure ice VII but large amounts of Li + , Br À and Cl À ions are included in the lattice, either interstitially (Li + ) in octahedral voids or by substituting water molecules on sites of the ice VII lattice. The presence of ions prevents water molecules from orienting and the resulting crystal is orientationally disordered. 6 The presence or absence of ions has also been shown to control the occurrence of phase transitions and is linked to quantum effects in phases of water. 8, 9 The structure of magnesium chloride hydrates, in particular the high-pressure hydrate MgClÁ2.10D 2 O at 2.5 gigapascal, also includes Mg 2+ in octahedral geometry 10 similar to what is observed for Li + .
The difference in the behaviour of NaCl-solutions under compression raises the question of whether Na + ions can also be included in ice VII or not. In particular, taking into account the local structure of the amorphous precursor, one would expect that Na + ions could substitute water molecules and occupy the oxygen sites in the body centered cubic lattice (bcc). A recent experiment performed at much higher pressures using Raman spectroscopy, up into the megabar range, on ice phases nucleated from dilute NaCl solutions (NaClÁ52D 2 O) suggested that at least part of the NaCl was included in the ice lattice, as the hydrogen bond symmetrisation behaviour was different from the one expected for pure ice. 9, 11 However, this hypothesis needs to be corroborated by a direct determination of the crystal structure of the solution produced under high pressure.
In this study, we explore the possible inclusion of NaCl under annealing at pressures between 2 and 4 GPa, i.e. in the stability domains of ice VIII and ice VII as shown in Fig. 1 . This range of pressures is highly relevant for the modelling of icy bodies in our solar system 12, 13 and is easily accessible to neutron diffraction experiments which allow a direct determination of the system's structure even in the presence of inclusions of light elements.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 the experimental high-pressure diffraction methods and the computational methods used in this study are described. In Section 3 the results on the inclusion of NaCl in ice VII are presented.
Methods

High-pressure neutron diffraction experiments
Solutions of NaCl in D 2 O were prepared by mixing de-hydrated NaCl salt with pure (99.75%) D 2 O. Composition close to the eutectic, i.e. R = 10.2 in D 2 O, was chosen in order to maximize the amorphization ability of the solution. 1, 14 The amorphous phase was produced by fast quenching of the solution to liquid nitrogen temperature (77 K) with an estimated cooling rate of 10 4 K s À1 . This high quenching rate was obtained by spraying micro droplets, diameter E10 to 30 mm, of the solution on a cold plate maintained at 77 K under vacuum. 1, 15 Subsequently the powder was compacted to lenticular shaped pellets under liquid nitrogen for the loading of the high-pressure cell.
We report data on three samples of NaClÁ10.2D 2 O which were studied by high-pressure diffraction experiments carried out at the time-of-flight PEARL beamline of the UK pulsed neutron facility ISIS in Didcot. 16 These samples will be called sample A, B and C in the following. They were annealed at pressures in the range of 2 to 4 GPa. The pellets of the samples were split into two hemispheres and a small piece of lead was placed in between them to serve as a pressure calibrant. 17 The reassembled pellets were subsequently loaded into pre-cooled null-scattering titanium-zirconium (Ti 0.677 Zr 0.323 ) encapsulating gaskets 18 at E80 K, and placed between pre-cooled sintered diamond anvils, which where clamped before insertion into a pre-cooled V3 Paris-Edinburgh (PE) press. The initial sample volume was approximately 40 mm 3 . A liquid nitrogen cryostat was used in this experiment to cool the whole PE press. The details of the cryogenic set-up are described in ref. 19 . The vanadium standard for this experiment was a sphere of vanadium of the same size as the samples, which was loaded into the gasket and the PE press in the same set-up as the samples at ambient pressure and temperature.
The gaskets were sealed by applying a load of 80 kN on the anvils. The loading and subsequent sealing of the gaskets under liquid nitrogen leads to a small amount of liquid N 2 trapped in the sample chamber. Under high pressure, this nitrogen crystallizes and produces small Bragg reflections (see further below) which serve as pressure marker, for scans where lead peaks are absent, since the equation of state of the solid phases of nitrogen is well known. In sample C lead peaks and nitrogen peaks were visible, which allowed to confirm that the pressure markers agree to within 0.1 GPa. There is no evidence from our data, nor from the literature, that nitrogen interacts with ice VII. The first scans were recorded at the initial load at E90 K, corresponding to 0.5 GPa on the sample. Then pressure was increased in steps of about 0.5 GPa up to E3 GPa in sample A, E2 GPa in sample B and E4 GPa in sample C. Thereafter the samples were slowly heated to room temperature at a rate of E20 K h À1 with diffraction data continuously collected along the paths shown in Fig. 1 . The load was reduced at 185 K in order to prevent pressure increase on the sample upon warming. Data were collected continuously, with time slices of 1 hour being summed for the points along the thermodynamic path followed during the experiment. The scans used to determine the lattice parameters of ice ( Table 2) were chosen as those with stable temperature and pressure.
The recorded data contain the peaks of the sintered diamond anvils, which were fitted together with the other phases present. The Rietveld fits of the crystalline phases in these diffractograms were performed using GSAS and its graphical interface EXPGUI, using time-of-flight profile function 1. [20] [21] [22] The structures of ices VII and VIII were taken from ref. 23 Before compression the samples also contained a fraction (E10%) of hexagonal ice visible in the diffractograms as Bragg peaks. This phase transforms during compression and its peaks shift, until further compression induces amorphization of the crystalline part into a high density amorphous (HDA) phase, which recrystallizes at around 2 GPa into the ice VIII phase. 28 
Simulation methods
Density functional theory based simulation methods were used in order to complement our experimental study. We applied a screening method based on ref. 29 which is adapted from ref. 30 and 31. A 3 Â 3 Â 3 super-cell of ice VII containing 54 water molecules was used to obtain a set of 100 000 candidate structures for salty ice VII.
Given that the sizes of sodium and chlorine ions are of the same order of magnitude as that of water, we expect both of them to substitute water molecules on sites of the ice VII lattice. Two cases were studied, in the first case 8 ions were substituted into the box (R = 11.5) and in the second case 2 ions were substituted (R = 52). ‡ We proceeded in four steps:
(1) We generated sets of structures by randomly substituting 8 ions for water molecules and evaluating their energies with the polarizable ion model (PIM) 5 and a water model by ref. 4 in CP2K. 32 This was done for a set with 8 ions of E100 000 configurations.
(2) Then we evaluated the DFT energies of the 1000 configurations of lowest energy using CP2K.
(3) We did geometry optimisation using DFT on 200 configurations chosen randomly among the set of step 2, keeping the cell vectors fixed.
(4) We performed cell optimisation using DFT on 13 cells at 4 GPa.
A box of pure ice VII and a box with 8 ions substituted are shown in Fig. 1 . When choosing 8 sites from 54 for substitution, ions will have another ion at least in their second neighbour shell.
For the case of 2 ions in the box, the number of distinct arrangements is smaller.
Step 1 was performed for 2000 configurations.
Step 3 was performed for thirty configurations.
We have performed steps 3 and 4 using the PWscf program which is part of the Quantum Espresso suite (QE). 33 We use the PBE GGA exchange-correlation functional, 34 a plane wave basis set and ultra-soft pseudo-potentials of type RRKJ3. 35 During geometry optimisation (step 3) internal degrees of freedom, including atomic positions, are moved by a BFGS algorithm until a minimum of the energy is found. 36, 37 The energy convergence threshold was 10 À6 Ry for most boxes, for the few ones which did not converge it was relaxed to 10 À4 Ry. A few configurations did not converge at all and were discarded.
Step 3 was performed on 200 boxes of ice VII with 8 ions and cell parameters of 9.9485 Å. For these values the pressure averages over the set of boxes are 4 GPa. The enthalpies of formation were calculated. The convex hull diagram is given in the ESI. † During cell optimisation (step 4) the cell parameters are allowed to change in addition to the internal degrees of freedom. The structures were optimised at 4 GPa. We forced the cells to remain cubic, however, small distortions occurred (of the order of 1%). Therefore, another geometry optimisation using the cubic root of the obtained volume as cell parameter was performed subsequently, in order to obtain a cubic structure.
Step 4 was performed for 13 boxes of salty ice and for one box of pure ice VII.
An equation of state (EOS) at 0 K was obtained using geometry optimisation where the side of the box (3a where a is the lattice parameter of ice VII) was varied from 9.0 to 11.1 Å for one pure ice box and two boxes with respectively 2 and 8 substituted ions with average behaviour for the sets of step 3. A step of 0.106 Å was chosen between 9.0 and 10.05 Å, above which a value of 0.265 Å was used. The pressure retained is that of the last optimisation cycle. The equations of state p(a/a 0 ) obtained for a box of pure ice VII, ice VII with one NaCl pair and ice VII with 4 pairs are shown in Fig. 2 . The p(a) relation was fitted to a Birch-Murnaghan EOS for the three boxes, in the range of 3.2 to 3.5 Å. The parameters a 0 , V 0 , B 0 , B 0 0 are given in Table 1 
Results and discussion
First, we present the crystallisation behaviour of amorphous NaClÁ10.2D 2 O solution during annealing at high pressure. We discuss the transformations of the sample and the possibility of salt inclusion in the ice lattice. Second, the experimental data are compared to a structural model of ice VII with salt ions substituted for water molecules, which was studied by atomistic simulations.
Crystallisation upon annealing
The annealing of sample A is shown in Fig. 3 . The left hand panel gives an overview of the annealing. Details of the crystallisation of sample A, are shown in the right hand panel, for the scans from 185 to 290 K. At temperatures below 260 K the diffractograms show peaks of the d phase of N 2 (peaks at 2.2, 2.5 and 2.7 Å À1 ) on top of the amorphous features of NaClÁ10.2D 2 O. In this sample the pressure, determined from N 2 peaks, varies from 2.8 to 4.2 GPa upon annealing. This is due to the fact that the annealing is isochoric, i.e. pressure will increase when temperature increases at constant volume. The peak at 2.7 Å À1 appearing at 140 K shows that ice VIII forms from the pure VHDA § contained in the sample. Before crystallisation, the pressure from the d phase of N 2 is 4.2 GPa. At 260 K the d phase transforms into the b phase (new peaks at 2.0, 2.2 and 2.3 Å À1 ) and ice nucleates from the amorphous phase (peaks at 2.65 and 3.25 Å À1 ). Upon crystallisation of ice VII, the pressure, now estimated from the peaks of the b phase, drops to 3.5 GPa. Ice VII has fully crystallised at 290 K. The first ice VII peak at 2.65 Å À1 is broader here than what is normally observed in pure ice VII, its FWHM is 0.0297 Å À1 . Weak salt or hydrate peaks might have appeared at 3.8, 4.0 and 5.17 Å À1 at 290 K and 3.65 GPa, but they are hardly identifiable given the level of background noise.
In sample A the crystallisation of the amorphous solution sets in at about 260 K (Fig. 3) , close to the phase boundary of ice VIII and VII (270 K). This is very close also to the nucleation temperature of salty ice VII (265 K) from amorphous LiClÁ6D 2 O at 4 GPa. 7 The fit of sample A at 290 K and 3.65 GPa is shown in Fig. 4 . The fit shown accounts for ice VII, the diamond peaks were fitted and subtracted, and the b N 2 peaks (below 2.4 Å) have also been fitted but this part is not shown by the line in the figure. No peaks of lead are visible. The quality of the fit is good for a high pressure neutron diffraction experiment, the position of all peaks is reproduced. Texture of the sample was not fitted. The fit of ice VII (w 2 = 2.775) gives a lattice parameter a = 3.2986 AE 0.0001 Å, which corresponds to a pressure of 3.625 GPa in pure ice. 38 The pressure as determined from the nitrogen phase (3.68 GPa) and ice VII phase agree to better than 0.1 GPa. Although the lattice parameter agrees with that of pure ice VII at this pressure, the ice phase may contain a (small) fraction of salt. If the ions substitute water molecules and occupy oxygen sites, this might explain the lack of expansion of the lattice parameter. Another fit was done using a model of ice VII in which Na + and Cl À ions substitute water molecules with a probability of 1/12.2 each. Since this fit yielded a roughly equal but slightly larger w 2 value, it is not reported here. The data and fit are shown in Fig. S1 and S2 of the ESI. † Next, the sample was cooled down from 290 to 230 K to see whether it would transform to ice VIII, as shown in the upper half of Fig. 5 . Ice VIII is a hydrogen ordered phase, hence we expect that the transition does not occur if the salt is included in the ice structure, as is the case in ice VII that contains LiCl salt. 7 In sample A the splitting of the 110 and 211 peaks is not clear-cut, however the broad feature at q E 3.2 Å À1 with FWHM = 0.0372 Å À1 corresponds to two ice VIII peaks (103 and 211). Another peak appears at q E 4.2 Å À1 (213 and 301). These broad features may be an indication that this could be a disordered form of ice VIII, which might have incorporated ions. It might also be due to the superposition of peaks of ice VIII and peaks of salty ice VII. We try to quantify the amount of ions included with the help of our simulations (see Section 3.2).
The annealing of sample B is shown in Fig. 6 . At temperatures below 165 K the diffractograms show peaks of the d phase of N 2 on top of the amorphous features of NaClÁ10.2D 2 O. At 165 K the d phase transforms into the b phase and ice VIII forms from the pure VHDA in the sample. From the b phase a pressure of 2.5 GPa can be estimated. At 220 K a strong peak appears at 2.65 Å À1 and a smaller one at 3.25 Å À1 . These peaks grow from 240 to 255 K. This phase is ice VIII, which can be seen from the shoulder at E2.7 Å À1 and the peak at 3.15 Å À1 . At 270 K both the shoulder and the next peak disappear, indicating that the sample has transformed into ice VII. This peak is narrower here than in samples A and C, its FWHM is 0.0186 Å À1 , which is a clear indication that this sample is pure ice VII. This is confirmed by the presence of salt peaks which can be seen at 1.98, 2.29, 3.80, 3.96 and 5.11 Å À1 . Fitting the salt peaks (and lead) gives a pressure of 2.25 AE 0.03 GPa. The same pressure is obtained by using the EOS of ref. 38 and the lattice parameter obtained from the fit of ice VII (3.35 Å).
At 240 K the peaks of the b phase start to weaken, probably due to melting. This indicates a slight loss of pressure, in agreement with the pressure obtained from the salt peaks. In sample B, pressure loss occurs in two steps, first a drop of 0.3 GPa as ice VIII crystallises at about 170 K. The second step is a pressure loss of about 0.4 GPa from 220 to 270 K.
Starting at 240 K, several peaks appear in the region from 2 to 2.5 Å À1 . They grow upon annealing to 300 K. Two of these are the salt peaks mentioned above. The phase, to which the other peaks at 2.20, 2.23, 2.47 and a weaker one at 2.76 Å À1 belong, has not been identified. They may belong to a mixed phase of salt or nitrogen hydrate.
The fit of sample B at 300 K and 2.25 GPa is shown in Fig. 7 . Salt peaks are visible here. A fit for lead peaks has been attempted, but they are weak. A fit including ice VII, diamond, sodium chloride and lead has been performed, only the ice VII contribution is shown in the figure. The fit of ice VII with GSAS (w 2 = 1.910) gives a lattice parameter a = 3.3507 AE 0.0001 Å, which corresponds to a pressure of 2.25 GPa in pure ice. 38 The pressure of the lead (2.23 GPa), NaCl (2.28 GPa) and ice VII phase agree to less than 0.1 GPa. Hence this sample contains pure ice VII.
Sample B clearly shows the transition to ice VIII. Upon cooling the splitting characteristic of ice VIII appears on the 110 and 211 peaks as shown in Fig. 5 . Also, the pairs at q E 2 Å À1 (103 and 211) and q E 1.5 Å À1 (213 and 301) appear clearly split.
Sample C behaves like sample A. A small amount of ice VIII forms at 120 K and grows slightly until 260 K. The amorphous phase remains present in the sample up to 260 K. Ice VII crystallized at 260 K during annealing at E4 GPa. The fit of ice VII (w 2 = 1.130) gives a lattice parameter a = 3.28912 AE 0.00014 Å for the cubic unit cell of the oxygen lattice. This is compared to the results for sample A and B in Table 2 .
The results for the fits of ice VII in samples A, B and C are summed up in Table 2 . The Debye-Waller factors quantify the average displacement of atoms from the crystallographic sites. This can be due to either thermal motion or static disorder. The values of the isotropic Debye-Waller factor U iso obtained from the fits of samples A, B and C are given in Table 2 . For sample A and C they are in good agreement with those of pure ice. 41 The values obtained for sample B are larger than those of ref. 41 . This is probably due to the fact that the pressure is less than half of that in their experiment. 41 The width of the peaks can be due to several factors. Particle size, strain and inclusion of salt ions are possible explanations. The most probable cause is particle size here, given the lack of expansion of the unit cell. The crystallites forming at higher pressure are usually smaller than those forming at lower pressure. The particle size s was obtained from the fits using the Scherrer formula as given by ref. 21
where C = 4834.55 ms is the diffractometer constant, K E 0.9 is the Scherrer constant and s 2 is a profile parameter. The particle sizes for ice VII fits of samples A, B and C are given in Table 2 . This estimation of the particle size gives the average size of the grains of ice crystals in the sample. In sample A the fit gives the smallest particle size of only 360 Å (36 nanometres). In sample B it is largest at about 610 Å. To summarise, the data show that sample B forms pure ice VII. For samples A and C the data and fits alone are not sufficient to establish, whether part of the crystalline sample has included salt into the ice VII lattice, since salt peaks are barely visible in all scans and the transition to ice VIII upon lowering the temperature is not clearly observed. To complement our study we present a model of salty ice VII in which ions are substituted for water molecules.
Structure and stability of salty ice VII
In the model of salty ice proposed here the ions are all included by substituting water molecules. The substitutional structure is shown below the pure ice VII structure in the inset of Fig. 1 . In the following we present the equation of state obtained for this structure and the structure factors calculated from simulations.
As can be seen from Table 1 the volume at zero pressure V 0 increases with salt content (decreasing R). Moreover, the salty ices have a smaller bulk modulus B 0 and therefore they are more compressible. The B 0 of the ice with 8 ions is even smaller than that of the d phase of N 2 (5.75 GPa after ref. 25 ). The comparatively smaller bulk modulus is also seen in the deviation of the data obtained from the simulation with 8 ions (blue triangles), from the data for pure ice VII in Fig. 2 .
From the ab initio calculations on the ice VII with NaCl, we find an expansion of the unit cell, when comparing boxes where ions are included to the box of pure ice VII. For salty ice with R = 52 (2 ions) at 4 GPa the expansion is Da/a = 1.1% in the box size and Dv/v = 3.2% in volume for the single box used for the EOS. For the box of salty ice with R = 11.5 (8 ions) at 4 GPa the expansion is Da/a = 4.2% in the box size of our simulation and Dv/v = 13% in volume for the box which was used for the EOS. For the set of 200 hydrogen disordered boxes for which geometry optimisation was performed, the optimisation of a box chosen close to the average pressure of the set gives an expansion of Da/a = 3.2% in the box size and Dv/v = 10% in volume. Given these values for the expansion of salty ice VII, it would be expected that the samples measured would only include a small fraction of ions in their lattice, since they show much smaller expansion compared to pure ice VII. It should be noted that the boxes sampled in our ab initio calculations are small, and that, moreover, the equation of state was obtained for single boxes only. The spread in pressure at fixed box size for the boxes generated by random searching is of AE0.4 GPa. Thus the two boxes chosen may not be representative for the behaviour of all boxes, but they were chosen to be representative of the average behavior of the set. Nevertheless, the fact that the boxes expand more when they contain more ions, is consistent with what would be expected by analogy with the case of LiCl solution, where salt inclusion (substitutional for Cl À and interstitial for Li + ) also leads to expansion. Fig. 8 shows the experimental diffraction pattern of sample A at 290 K and 3.65 GPa (blue line at the top) in comparison to different models of ice VII. The fit of the background and diamond peaks, obtained by fitting the pattern with GSAS, was subtracted from experimental data (blue). The b nitrogen (peak at 2.4 Å À1 ), which was also fitted, has not been removed in this diffractogram. The FullProf model (dark blue) is the same bcc structure as was used in the GSAS fit (a = 3.2986 Å). The relative intensities differ from those in the experimental diffractogram, because this model is not a fit. Here the program assumes that all possible sites for deuterium have an occupation of 1/2. The Miller indices of twelve visible ice VII peaks are indicated on the figure.
The other three diffractograms were produced by FullProf using the boxes from our simulations as unit cells with space Table 2 Results of the Rietveld fits with GSAS 20 for samples A, B and C. The lattice parameters, the pressures (by EOS of ref. 38) , the profile parameter s 2 and the ice particle size s for ice VII are given. These pressures agree well with those obtained by fitting the pressure probes (Pb, N 2 , NaCl). The estimated standard error of the lattice parameter is given in parenthesis after the last digit. The uncertainty of the pressure estimate is EAE0.1 GPa. Isotropic Debye-Waller factors of oxygen (O) and deuterium (D) for the ice phases crystallised from the samples are given. group P1, all isotropic displacement factors were taken as B = 1 Å 2 . The diffractogram labelled pure ice (dark red) was produced using the supercell containing only water molecules, in which the deuterium atoms are disordered. This diffractogram shows all peaks of ice VII which appear in the Fullprof fit with reasonable intensities. The 110 peak shows a shoulder at the right side (towards larger q). This diffractogram also shows small spurious peaks at E2.4, 3.4, 4.0 and 4.1 Å À1 due to periodic boundary conditions. The pattern of the box containing 2 ions (dark green) is very similar that of pure ice VII. Both patterns show seven recognisable peaks for 2 r q r 8.5 Å À1 , they are 110, 111, 200, 211, 221, 400, 330. The box sizes at 4 GPa were used to produce these diffractograms, this is why the peaks are slightly shifted with respect to the FullProf model and the experimental data. In the pattern for the box containing 8 ions (red), the 110 peak is broader than in other models and the diffractogram of sample A, and only one other peak 111 is well defined. This 111 peak is only half as strong as that in the pure ice model. The other 5 peaks are weak and start to merge into the background. This pattern shows less resemblance to the experimental diffractogram than the other models. However, these features described above are similar to those of salty ice VII crystallized from LiClÁ6D 2 O. 7 From these structure factors the most plausible models for the measured diffractogram are pure ice (model in dark red and dark blue) and ice with few ions (model in dark green). This means that the molar ratio R is considerably larger than 11.5 (model in red), possibly even as large as 52 (model in dark green). Hence, most of the salt would have been excluded from the ice lattice.
The stability of these ices was probed by calculating the enthalpy of mixing Dh per site of the oxygen lattice using the DFT calculations. The convex hull diagram of enthalpies (see Fig. S3 , ESI †) shows that the configurations for which geometry optimisation was performed have enthalpies larger than those of the separated ice and salt. This indicates that the salty ice is unstable, but it may be metastable on the experimental time scale.
The quantity Dh was computed from DFT geometry optimisation on 200 boxes of lowest DFT energy. The configurations were filtered to lie within 0.1 GPa of 4 GPa. The average of Dh is about 0.0055 Ry and its spread of the order of 0.002 Ry, which corresponds to E315 K. This suggests that the thermal energy at 300 K would be sufficient to allow the system to relax to the stable state of pure ice VII and salt.
Conclusions and perspectives
The analysis of our diffraction data suggests that the ice VII which crystallised upon annealing at 2.5 and 4 GPa contains little or no salt in its lattice. This is supported by the lattice parameters and Debye-Waller factors, which are in good agreement with the literature data on pure ice VII. However, crystallization takes place at much higher temperatures and/or pressures than expected and directly into the proton disordered ice VII phase. In other words, the amorphous phase extends over a broad p-T domain where pure water crystallizes into ordered phase VIII. The broadening of peaks observed in two samples could be due to the small size of crystallites formed by the crystallization from the amorphous precursor. Our calculations show that substituting ions into the lattice of ice VII should lead to an expansion of the unit cell by about 10% in volume, if all of the salt in the sample were included in the ice at 0 K. The computed structure factors of salty ice show strong Debye-Waller factors at high salt concentration, which is at variance with our experimental observations. Analysis of the enthalpies of mixing obtained from the set of candidate structures shows that salty ice would be at the verge of stability at 300 K and 4 GPa.
Therefore, the crystalline ice formed in ice layers which remain below 4 GPa, for instance in moons, would include only small amounts of rock salt in its structure, our neutron diffraction experiments give an upper bound for the amount of salt that may be included. Thus the known equation of state of pure ice VII may be used as a reasonable approximation to model the internal structure of such icy bodies.
The behaviour of the system at higher pressures (i.e. above 5 GPa) but below the transition to ice X may be different from the behaviour observed in this work. As NaCl-ice samples obtained by annealing of a dilute amorphous precursor (NaClÁ52H 2 O) at much higher pressures (about 10 GPa) show effects compatible with a likely inclusion of salt in the ice lattice, 9 it is possible that higher pressures than the ones investigated in this study or lower salt concentrations are needed to keep the NaCl in the ice structure. This hypothesis is the object of a forthcoming study. It would also be worthwhile to investigate these higher pressures, because they occur in the interiors of massive planetary bodies such as superearths and ice giants. 42 
